ROTARY TEDDERS
SPIDER 455|4, 555|4
Professional high-efficient rotary tedders with four rotors.

Adjustable multi-height and spreading angle of tedding; wheel shift for tedding near the edge of fields
Rotation of outer rotors in the transport position
Hydraulic lift into the transport position
Pivoting linkage
Protective plastic plug

Pivoting linkage supported by stabilizers allows the tedder to follow the
tractor easily.

Rotor and spring tine arms are subjected to high force when turning, that why are arms manufactured from rounded tubing for extreme torsion resistance material. They are bolted to the rotor plate
and are further stabilised by a reinforcement ring with
recesses.
Direct drive over PTO with the safety clutch to angle drive
and divided forward via robust gearboxes and double
universal joints with shafts to the rotors.

Rotary tedders – SPIDER 455|4, 555|5

System for rotation of external rotors for a narrower transport
width

To adapt the machine to the prevailing harvesting conditions, the spreading angle can
be set over a range from 12° to 18° depending on the model.
Different shank lengths of spring tines for a clean pick up

Wheels with multi-level height and spreading angle adjustment.
For tedding near the edge of the fields it is possible to shift the
wheels.

Hydraulic folding of the rotors can be controlled from the tractor cabin.

SPIDER 455|4 and 555|4
are a versatile tedders
that offer stability and
adaptability.				
This professional four
rotor tedder despite its
robust construction offers
excellent flexibility and
precision tedding on
sloped terrain and near
the edge of fields.
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2 year warranty
Years of testing, 100% quality controlled, robust
design and reliable suppliers.

T - Trailed
Specially designed chassis for easier operation of
the machine during work or transport.

Losing protective
Protective plug at the ends of the arms to prevent
the loss of spring tines in case of damage.

Spring tines
Different shank lengths of spring tines made of
robust SUPER C steel provide excellent ground
following and prevent fodder contamination.

HS - Hydraulic steering
All HS models are equipped with standard
central hydraulic wheel shift.

HD (heavy douty) hinges
Pivoting along with heavy duty joints form a
sustainable operation.

Smaller rotor - better spreading
Spring tines are in a better overlap and have a
cleaner and faster withdrawal of feed. This results
in a better distribution of crop to improve drying.

Finger clutch
This drive is entirely maintenance-free, and
ensures a reliable transfer of power in all
operational conditions.
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ROTARY TEDDERS
SPIDER
The quality of forage depends on two factors: precision of working
and drying time. That is why tedders are a significant part of the
hay harvesting process.
Advanced technology, simple use and manoeuvrability are
essential for an even and optimum spread of forage. With tedding
the forage will dry quicker and more evenly.
Just right.

ROTARY TEDDERS TECHNOLOGIES
ROTOR
The sophisticated design of the rotors prevents damage
to the turf and ensures clean forage. Simple folding of the
rotors eases the transport process and spring tines made
of high quality steel ensure a long lifespan.
1

Spring tine arms made of round
tubes.

6

Robust cast iron housing; gears
are submerged in oil bath for quieter and smoother running,

2

Bottom ring for rotor
reinforcement.

7

Spring tine arm with protection against loss of broken spring
tines

Small rotor diameter for even
spreading of forage.

3

Protective plastic plug at the ends
of the arms to prevent the loss of
spring tines in case of damage.

8

Different shank lengths of spring
tines for a clean pick up.

4

Robust mounting of spring tines
around the arm.
5

Main rotor plate made of 4mm
thick steel.
Different shank lengths of spring tines
4mm tick steel rotor plate
Reinforcement ring
Small rotor diameter
Round tubes spring tine arms
Robust mounting of spring tines
Protective plastic plug

Finger clutch drive is entirely maintenance-free, and ensures a reliable transfer of power in all operational conditions.

ADAPTATION TO THE TERRAIN

With the jockey wheel the machine follows the ground one step ahead. This ensures that the
working depth is always set correctly. Like this you are able to drive faster also cleaner output of
spread or swath vcan be achived. The swath is protected and the spring tines last much longer.
The additional jockey wheel is especially recommended for working on slopes.

SPREAD CROP FLOW
Innovative small rotor geometry with round tubes spring tine arms and different shank lengths
of spring tine brings great improvement to the crop flow. All this to achieve higher working rates
and an improved spread pattern, and also ensures that the crop is turned highly clean.

SPREADING ANGLE ADJUSTMENT

To adapt the machine to the prevailing harvesting conditions, the spreading angle can be set
over a range from 12° to 18° depending on the model. Meanwhile, the tines can also be adjusted
forwards or backwards by 7°, allowing you to fine-tune your desired spreading pattern.

ROTARY TEDDERS TECHNOLOGIES
HS - HYDRAULIC STEERING
Achieve clean tedding along boundaries and don’t allow to waste the crops spreading it over the border. Models with HS system are standard equipped with hydraulically spreading system. All wheels are centrally controlled and can be turned to
the left or to the right side. This setting helps you both for tedding along the boundaries and also for collecting the fodder
when the crop is small.

Hydraulic steering makes the work along the boundary and the evenly drying of the
crop is achieved.

Hydraulic cylinder controls the steering of all wheels to the right
and to the left side. The operator needs only one EW control on
the tractor. The back pressure for the operation is performed by the
hydraulic accumulator which is integrated on the cylinder.

INNOVATIVE SAFETY CLUTCH
Innovative dual-clutch solution specially developed for large scale machines with high- performance operation. The dual
clutch protects the drive system of the rotors by dividing the transmission of the drive torque to each side of the machine
separately..

The Innovative dual-clutch developed by Walterscheid protects the machine from
overload on rotors. Breakdowns and downtime of the machine is drastically reduced.

Safety clutch mounted on the machine next to the main drive gearbox and well protected for operation.

Spider technologies

FIND THE TEDDER TO FIT YOUR MOWER
Using this equation it is easy to
determine, which tedder fits to the
width of your mower to cover 3 or 5
swaths. When tedding it is important to
cover an odd number of swaths.
To ensure good quality of the fodder
and safety on sloped terrain we
recommend to always have one swath
between the wheels.

A = 2W + S +
B = 4W + S +
W
S
A,B
x

- cuter bar working wight
- crop wight
- working width of tedder
- additive tedder overlapping

Example:
For a mower with 6 discs with a working width of 2,60m (W)
and swath width of 1,50m (S).
A = 2W + S + x
A = 2*2,60 + 1,50 + x
A = 6,70 + x
B = 2W + S + x
B = 4*2,60 + 1,50 + x
B = 10,40 + x

This implies that the suitable tedder for a mower with 6 discs is
at least 6,70 m. In this case, the ideal tedder would be the
SPIDER 685I6 (A) which covers 3 swaths or SPIDER 1100I10 (B)
which covers 5 swaths.

TECHNICAL DATA

[FORMULA]POKRIVANJE UNIVERZALNA

COVER SWATHS

18. avgust 2016 9:15:33

NUMBER OF DISCS
5

6

7

8

9

3 swaths

5,50m

6,80m

7,80m

8,80m

10,50m

5 swaths

9,00m

11,00m

13,00m

15,00m

17,00m

3 swaths

555I4

685I6

815I8

900I8

1100I10

5 swaths

900I8*

1100I10

1300I12*

1500I14

1700I16*
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TECHNICAL DATA AND EQUIPMENT
SPIDER ROTARY TEDDERS
SPIDER - PROFESSIONAL TEDDERS

TECHNICAL DATA
Working width (m)
Number of rotors
No. of spring tines per rotor
Rotor diameter (m)
Rotor rotation speed (rpm)
PTO rotation speed (rpm)
Weight (kg)
Required tractor power (kW/HP)
Capacity (ha/h)

455|4

555|4

4,50

5,30

4

4

6

6

1,60

1,70

175

175

450 - 540

450 - 540

425

475

15/20

15/20

4,50

5,50

Angle adjustment

14° - 18°

14° - 18°

Safety clutch (Nm)

900

900

Attachment

3-point pivoting linkage

Machine width (m)

4,94

5,72

Transport width (m)

2,60

2,95

Transport height (m)

2,40

2,70

Transport length (m)

1,80

1,80

15x6,00 - 6

15x6,00 - 6

Tyre size - rotors
EQUIPMENT
Transport

Hydraulic folding and mechanical rotation of external rotors for a narrower transport width

Rotors
Spring tines

Spring tine arms made of high-quality round tubes
Double spring tines made of high-quality spring steel SUPER C with different shank lengths

PTO shaft

PTO shaft with safety clutch

Hydraulic connection
Road safety equipment

1 x one-way hydraulic connection (1EW)
+

S

Jockey wheel

+

Stabilizer

+

Shock-absorbers with spring

+

Anti-wrap shields 15”

+

Lighting equipment

+

Intermediate reduction gear for
night swaths

+

